Erratum {#Sec1}
=======

Upon publication of this article \[[@CR1]\] it was noticed that Table [2](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} was incorrect. During Production, errors were introduced into the Variable column. The correct version of Table [2](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} can be seen below.Table 2Intra class correlations coefficients (ICCs) of the gait parameters for each walking conditionVariableNormal walkingDual taskPost exerciseAfter restPatientsVelocity (cm/s)*0·890·88***0·920·92**Step length L (cm)**0·92***0·83***0·940·91**Step length R (cm)**0·90***0·87***0·940·93**Step time L (s)0·640·72**0·910·90**Step time R (s)*0·88*0·67**0·900·91**Step width L (cm)0·77*0·860·83*0·74Step width R (cm)*0·800·850·84*0·76ControlsVelocity (cm/s)*0·87***0·92***0·89***0·94**Step length L (cm)**0·90***0·88***0·920·93**Step length R (cm)**0·90***0·89***0·900·93**Step time L (s)**0·90***0·850·89***0·94**Step time R (s)*0·890·89***0·900·94**Step width L (cm)0·79*0·80*0·700·76Step width R (cm)*0·80*0·780·700·74*R* right foot, *L* Left foot, ICCs in *italic* are good (above 0·80) and ICCs in bold are perfect (above 0·90), all ICCs were significant with a *p*-value \<0·001

The online version of the original article can be found under doi:10.1186/s13023-017-0644-y
